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Descriptive Summary
Title: Jerry Kilbride Papers
Box Number: 100-120 HAIKU MS
Creator: Kilbride, Jerry
Repository: California State Library
Sacramento, California
Language: English.
Access
Unrestricted.

Conditions of Use
Please credit California State Library.

Publication Rights
Copyright has not been assigned to California State Library. All requests for permission to publish or quote from manuscripts must be submitted in writing. Permission for publication is given on behalf of California State Library as the owner of the physical items and is not intended to include or imply permission of the copyright holder, which must also be obtained by the reader.

Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], Jerry Kilbride Papers, California State Library.

Access Points
Kilbride, Jerry, 1930-
Poets, American--20th century--Correspondence.
Haiku, American--History and criticism--Sources.
Photographs, Original.

Contents
Correspondence, scrapbooks and memorabilia arranged in two series: Haiku Related Materials and Personal Papers.

Biography

- Currier, Joyce.
- Eulberg, Mary Thomas.
- Gurga, Lee.
- Heitmeier, Doris.
- Lamb, Elizabeth Searle.
- Roth, Hal.
- Spiess, Robert.
- Yarrow, Ruth.
- Anderson, Kay.
- Aoyagi, Fay.
- Davidson, L. A.
- Gay, Garry.
- Hadman, Ty.
- Huang, Zhong-Ru.
- Kenny, Adele, 1948-
- McKay, Anne, 1932-
- Ruxton, David.
- Story, Ebba.
- Tripi, Vincent.
- Welch, Michael Dylan, 1962-
- Reichhold, Jane.
- Reichhold, Werner.
- American Haiku Archives

| Box Box 100 | Haiku Materials: Correspondence, A-C (Kay Anderson; Fay Aoyagi; Joyce Currier) |
| Box Box 101 | Haiku Materials: Correspondence, D-G (L.A. Davidson; Sister Mary Thomas Eulberg; Garry Gay; Lee Gurga) |
| Box Box 102 | Haiku Materials: Correspondence, H-K (Ty Hadman; Penny Harter; Doris Heitmeyer; Christopher Herold; Adele Kenny; Davina Kosh) |
| Box Box 103 | Haiku Materials: Correspondence, L (Elizabeth Lamb thru 1995) |
| Box Box 104 | Haiku Materials: Correspondence, L-Q (Elizabeth Lamb 1996- ; Anne Mckay; Marlene Mountain) |
| Box Box 105 | Haiku Materials: Correspondence, R-S (Alexis Rotella; Jane & Werner Reichhold; Hal Roth; Robert Speiss; Kevin Starr) |
| Box Box 106 | Haiku Materials: Correspondence, S-W (Ebba Story; Kenneth Tanemura; John Thompson; Vincent Tripi) |
| Box Box 107 | Haiku Materials: Correspondence, W-Z (Michael Dylan Welch; Ruth Yarrow) |
| Box Box 108 | Haiku Materials: Correspondence Letters from Haiku poets in China; Letters regarding American Haiku Archive |
| Box Box 109 | Haiku Materials: Photographs, Announcements, Ephemera, Publications, Audio Tapes |
| Box Box 110 | Personal Papers: Correspondence, Family letters, Letters from friends, A-M |
| Box Box 111 | Personal Papers: Correspondence, Letters from friends, N-Z |
Box Box 112  Personal Papers: Correspondence From David Ruxton; To Harun Latif; From Low Chin Yow; From Zhong-Ru Huang
Box Box 113  Personal Papers: Official Documents, Address books, Army letters, 1951-1953, Army troopship newsletters, Army ephemera.
Box Box 114  Personal Papers: Photographs, Birthday Cards, Ephemera.
Box Box 115  Personal Papers: Publications
Box Box 116  Personal Papers: Travel: Mexico, Europe, South America
Box Box 117  Personal Papers: Travel: Postcards, Receipts, Passports.
Box Box 118  Personal Papers: Travel: Scrapbooks
Box Box 119  Personal Papers: Travel: Scrapbooks
Box Box 120  Personal Papers: Realia